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BB-RSDA proposal, December 2013 
Title: Salmon habitat and production potential throughout the Nushagak 
watershed 
 
Proposer: Daniel Schindler*, University of Washington, FRI; deschind@uw.edu;  
206-616-6724 (* I have read BB-RSDA strategies and bylaws) 
 
BB-RSDA Strategic Objective: #4 Maintain sustainability of the fishery - Protect 
habitat needed for diverse and abundant salmon populations 
 
Project Description: 
The Nushagak is one of the largest rivers draining to Bristol Bay and is arguably the 
most diverse in terms of the salmon species it supports at abundances sufficient to 
support commercial fisheries. Due to the remoteness and complexity of the watershed, it 
is the least understood in terms of its capacity for production of commercially important 
Chinook and sockeye salmon. The Nushagak system is distinct from other Bristol Bay 
rivers in that a large component of the fish harvested are characterized by “river-type” 
life-histories. While this is not surprising for Chinook salmon, it is somewhat unique for 
sockeye salmon, and reflects the distinct habitat features of the Nushagak drainage. The 
lack of information about the quantity, quality, and distribution of habitat for spawning 
and rearing is an impediment for developing strategies to protect the habitat and, 
therefore, the fisheries from watershed development that might erode the capacity and 
resilience of this ecosystem.  
 
The primary goal of this project is to characterize and quantify Chinook and sockeye 
salmon habitat throughout the Nushagak and Mulchatna rivers with on-the-ground 
sampling of physical and biological conditions of spawning and juvenile nursery 
conditions throughout the basin. This work will build on a recent effort to characterize 
the physical features (from satellite data) of salmon habitat in the Mulchatna River 
drainage and Lower Nushagak (performed by the University of Montana and AK-TNC). 
Ongoing work by University of Montana and FRI is extending the satellite work to the 
Upper Nushagak and to the Wood River system. The existing satellite-based inventory 
will be invaluable for this proposed project for stratifying our sampling effort across the 
river basin. It will also provide a means for us to extrapolate habitat conditions from a 
few sample locations to throughout the entire watershed.  
 
This work will enable us to identify and quantify critical habitat features in the Nushagak 
and Mulchatna systems, and determine how the current levels of salmon production and 
diversity compare to estimates of the potential for the system given the distribution and 
quality of habitat. 
 
Estimated total cost of project: ~$500,000 (from a current project to Schindler and 
J. Stanford (U Montana) to characterize the geomorphic features of the Upper Nushagak 
ecosystem from satellite data, previous work by Stanford and AK-TNC for characterizing 
the Lower Nushagak and Mulchatna, + this request to BB-RSDA ) 
 
Amount requested from BB-RSDA: $214,000 
 
Approximate date of project completion: June 2016 
 








WATER SKEETER LLC, dbo ALASKA WEST FREIGHT
P.O. Box 234


Mile 13 Alaska peninsula Hwy
King Salmon, AK 99613


907-246-3360
907-246-5898 Fax


December 15,  2013


RE: 2014 Project proposal - Refrigeration for lron Mike


To Whom It May Concern:


This document represents Alaska west Freight's (AWF) proposal to Bristol Bay Regional Seafbod DevelopmentAssociation (BBRsDA)Jor.potential funding to add refrigeration to the Iron Mike. AWF, orvner and operator of theIron Mike, is an Alaska Native or,vned company, based in King Sarmon, Araska.


The Iron Mike tenders seafood for the seafood industry in Bristol Bay, Alaska. BBRSDA acknorvledges andrecognizes in its strategic Plan that chilling fish is important to sustaining the highest quality of seafood in BristolBay' By adding refrigeration, the Iron Mike rvould be better utilized in Bristol Bay for both the herring and salmonfishery.


AWF acknor'vledges rvhen chilling tanks and refrigeration machinery are installed on the Iron Mike, the benefitsincl ude:
' Extending the fishing season for the Iron Mike to provide tendering during herring season' Enabling AWF to employ more Bristol Bay residents for a longer period of time' Improving overall quality rvhile increasing chil l ing capacity in Bristol Bay fishery' Increasing Iron Mike's tendering capacity to assist r,vith expanding production needs of seafood processingpl ants.


Currently, the Iron Mike is underutilized as totes and ice are nolv being used to transport fish. AWF estimatesrefrigeration equipment r'vill increase total transportation capacity trorizo,oo0 lbs. of seafood to 200,000 lbs.
'rhis proposal acknor'vledges AWF management has read BBRSDA's strategies and bylar.vs. AWF's proposaladdresses BBRSDA's strategy #1 - Improve Quality and value by providing additional chil l ing to the Bristol Bayfishery.


AWF estimates the total,project cost of adding chilling tanks and refrigeration to the Iron Mike at $100,000.Additional support could be obtained from AWF's p.i.ury customer 6opp", River Seafood.


AWF estimates the project to be completed before the summer 2014 season if funding rvere available.


we remain confident AWF's proposal reflects the strategies and objectives of BBRSDA and this project r,villstrengthen the Bristol Bay fisherv.


Sincerely,


Thomas Beard
Ceneral Manager
tbeardaz@gmail .com








Sharon Thompson
P.O. Box 151
Naknek, AK 99633
(907) 469-0777
steelbirdproductions@gmail.com


Dear board members,


Thank you for this opportunity to introduce myself and propose a project.  My name is Sharon Thompson and I'm 
a filmmaker living here in Bristol Bay with my family & husband Everett, a SOT3 permit holder.  Having spent the 
last several years shooting in this area and editing my footage into various projects, I've recently been inspired to 
focus on the goals of the BBRSDA and use my skills to help make Bristol Bay sockeye a brand name and earn it 
the acclaim it deserves.  I've read the Strategic Plan and Bylaws and believe this project fulfills several objectives 
of the BBRSDA, the most crucial being Strategy #3 Conduct Marketing and Promotion.


Description of Project:
I want to create a commercial that features Bristol Bay drifters catching wild sockeye, using the best handling 
and chilling procedures, and delivering the highest quality salmon to processors.  A dynamic sequence of cutting, 
freezing, packaging, and shipping the product will show this amazing cycle, with the end result being a succulent 
salmon dish served at a restaurant in the lower 48.  It will carry the message Wild Alaskan Salmon - from Bristol 
Bay to your plate.  


My aim will be to capture the rush of fishing, the beauty of Bristol Bay, and the magnificence of this natural 
resource that feeds the world.  Seeing our sockeye harvested with care then sizzling on a plate will make the 
consumer salivate and seek out our salmon.  Featuring a renowned chef who chooses our salmon will solidify 
Bristol Bay sockeye as a prized entree.  The advances in handling and chilling demonstrated will improve the 
perception and reputation of our product, thereby benefiting every member, especially those direct-marketing 
their catch, by raising the value of our resource and creating instant demand for it. 


This project will also address the objectives of Strategy #1 by inspiring other drifters to improve handling 
procedures and upgrade their onboard chilling capacity, thereby enhancing the quality and value of the catch all 
across the Bay.  Strategy #4 by raising awareness of the sustainable Bristol Bay wild salmon resource.  Strategy 
#5 by strengthening the BBRSDA organization with a visual testament to its mission and members' dedication to 
delivering the highest quality wild salmon.  This commercial will drive consumers to BBRSDA's website to find 
where they can purchase sockeye, linking them right up to our direct-marketers.  Traffic to the website will further 
inform the public of the organization's work and interests.  The commercial will also improve communication and 
relations between the association and its members - What better way to serve them and justify that 1% than 
producing a commercial that celebrates their labor while increasing the value and demand for their product?  It 
will ensure their economic well-being and might even inspire set-netters to get onboard with BBRSDA.


Although the commercial will be effective on your website and throughout the internet, I'm thinking of the bigger 
picture.  To reach consumers in domestic and global markets, I believe we should target a wider television 
audience, especially those tuned in to Alaska-themed programs like Deadliest Catch, Gold Rush, and The Last 
Frontier.  We should capitalize on consumers' fascination with Alaska as well as their current desire to support 
sustainable food systems and know where their food comes from.  This national television ad will be the ultimate 
power tool in personalizing and promoting our product, Bristol Bay sockeye.  


The estimated total cost of producing this commercial is $30,000.  I'm exploring options for additional funding 
and will be investing my own time and equipment, as well as footage I've already acquired.  Considering I live in 
Bristol Bay, some travel and housing expenses are diminished and my local connections will make services and 
logistics more reasonable.  My team and I will shoot during the 2014 season, and the commercial will be 
completed and delivered ready for broadcast by November 1st.  


Thank you for considering my proposal.  I look forward to the possibility of discussing this and other commercial 
concepts further.  Feel free to view a sample of the videos I've created at http://steelbirdproductions.com


Sincerely yours,


Sharon Thompson


STEELBIRD 
PRODUCTIONS








 2014 Project Proposal 
  
Kevin Scribner 
Forever Wild Seafood Club, Program Manager 
Sustainable Fisheries Foundation 
A 501(c)3 non-profit organization (TIN 91-1689421) 
601A Rainier St. 
Snohomish, WA 98290 
509-520-8040, scribfish@gmail.com 
  
BBRSDA Strategic Initiative #3: promote and market the Bristol Bay wild salmon resource in the 
domestic and global markets. 
  
Project Description: the Sustainable Fisheries Foundation (Foundation) requests $20,000.00 to 
develop a signature line of smoked Bristol Bay Kings and Sockeye thermally processed in 6.5 oz 
glass jars, which will be sold through the Foundation’s Forever Wild Seafood Club program that 
is directed by former Bristol Bay fisherman Kevin Scribner. The jarred smoked salmon will be a 
shelf-stable product with an elegant presentation, suitable for gifts and special occasions, 
including holidays, and will expand the value-added market for Bristol Bay salmon.  
  
The Foundation will collaborate with Wildfish Marketing to develop the processing capacity at 
the Swinomish Tribe’s Native Catch processing plant in Washington State. Wildfish Marketing is 
co-owned by current Bristol Bay fisherman Buck Gibbons and former Bay fisherman Jon 
Saarheim. Current Bay fisherman Rolf Torgerson, who markets his catch under Rolf’s Choice, 
will be a project advisor.  
  
Forever Wild (FW) is an ecommerce-based business that sells sustainably-caught seafood to 
customers desiring quality and the means to support fishermen and their resource ecosystems. 
The fully functional website will be launched in March, 2014.  Net profits will be re-invested in 
habitat enhancement and other activities that support the source fisheries, consistent with the 
Foundation’s mission.  
  
FW is developing an Affiliate Partners (AP) program to establish collaborative co-marketing 
networks. AP’s are organizations that promote sustainable seafood and recommend FW 
products to their members in exchange for a share of gross profits. Currently FW is in 
discussions with Trout Unlimited to become an Affiliate Partner. 
  
Project Funding: the Foundation will provide a matching contribution of $50,000 for product 
and website development; Wildfish Marketing and Rolf’s Choice will make in-kind contributions. 
  
Project Completion: the website will be up and running in March, 2014; product development 
will be completed by June, 2014, product marketing and promotion will occur concurrently. 
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November 26, 2013 
 


BBRSDA 
1120 Huffman Rd. Box 208 
Anchorage, AK 99515 
 
 
Public radio station KDLG would like to expand its summer news coverage on and for the Bristol Bay 
Salmon fishery for the summer of 2014 and requests $25,000 in funding from BBRSDA to help us gather, 
report and disseminate this information.    
 
KDLG will use BBRSDA’s support to hire a reporter for the summer, travel for staff to cover the fishery and 
attend meetings and events that pertain to the fishing industry. A small portion of the grant would go to 
operate our transmitter at full power for the summer to make sure there is a good radio signal to our fringe 
coverage areas like Togiak and Ugashik. KDLG will oversee the hire, payroll and provide the training and 
equipment needed for the reporter to carry out their duties.  


With the added news staff we will be able to produce the Bristol Bay Fisheries Report (BBFR) a show 
that would air three times a week and provide in-depth stories on the fishery that would be to long for our 
regular newscasts. The information gathered do to BBRSDA funding would be available to and benefit all 
S03T permit holders by being better informed on our fishery as well as things that impact our fishery.  
This information will be distributed locally, statewide, nationally and globally which meets all of the 
strategies in BBRSDA’s strategic plan. We meet the strategies indirectly by covering ways that the 
fishery has improved and continues to improve the quality of our fishery. This includes research and the 
science and economics of the fishery, new and ongoing marketing, and the sustainability of the fishery. 
As for strengthening BBRSDA we can’t do that directly but we do report on a lot of the positive things 
BBRSDA is doing to improve the quality and value of our fishery.  
 
For BBRSDA’s support of KDLG in enhancing coverage of the Bristol Bay fishery KDLG will air 
announcements before and after the BBFR identifying BBRSDA’s support for the program. KDLG will 
also air four other announcements (to be selected by BBRSDA staff) per day identifying BBRSDA as a 
supporter to the station. The three sponsorships if purchased separately would cost $4,800. KDLG will 
also put the BBRSDA logo next to the Bristol Bay Fisheries Report download area on our website, which 
had over 43,000 visits last summer. The fishing news stories produced through this program as well as 
year round are heard on the Alaska Fisheries Report produced by KMXT of Kodiak, aired statewide by 
public radio stations and printed in several fishing trade magazines. The BBFR reports are also posted to 
our website and heard on our web stream which can be heard globally.   
 


KDLG has read BBRSDA’s strategies and bylaws and this is a single year project which would run from 
spring of 2014 through June 30, 2015.    


If you would like more information on this application please contact:  Rob Carpenter, General Manager 
at 842-5281 or email at rob@kdlg.org. 
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Digital Observer, Inc. 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 


 
1119 NE 43rd St.   #102   Seattle, WA 98105 


(206) 547-9533  
email: mkbuckley@alaska.com 


Project Proposal: Floating Fish: A Quality Assessment 


Strategic Objective: Research handling practices that are effective. 


Cost:   RSDA cost ~$30,000, may be ~$20,000 if other DO projects are funded.   


Project Duration: April–December, 2014 


Problem Statement:  To qualify for the complete bonus package, one Bristol Bay processor requires its 
fishermen to “float” their salmon in deep RSW.  When a fishing boat arrives at the tender, the boat’s chilled 
water must be high enough to be seen when a hatch cover is raised.  Chilling fish this way is effective, but 
expensive.  This method adds weight, deepens draft, and burns more fuel.  In Bristol Bay, many RSW 
fishermen opt merely to spray chilled seawater onto their fish.  The RSW trickles through the column of 
salmon, with the shallow water at the bottom often just a few inches deep.  In 2014 all Silver Bay salmon 
must be chilled at time of harvest.  I understand the Silver Bay fleet is now having an internal debate over the 
merits of floating fish vs. using the shallow system.  The overriding question appears to be: “Is the quality 
gain from floating fish worth the tradeoff of deeper drafts and higher fuel costs?”   


Prior Research:  Simple common sense tells us we’re likely to get hurt if we dive head first into a deep 
pool containing just a few inches of water.  Conversely, we’re unlikely to get hurt if the pool is full of water.  
If others jump in on top of us, everyone will fare worse in a nearly-waterless pool.  This situation surely 
applies to salmon brailers in Bristol Bay.  Although the question above appears related to chilling methods, it 
is really about bruising, gaping and crushing.  Food science research is full of information about the negative 
effects on fish of bruising, gaping and crushing.  I used Google Scholar to search the scientific literature.  
Keyword combinations varied, but included: “fish quality salmon effects bruising gaping crushing autolysis 
chill seawater RSW depth deep.”  I got hundreds of hits, looked at dozens of abstracts and read more than 20 
articles.  Although many articles discussed how important it is to chill fish while avoiding bruising, gaping 
and crushing, I could not find one article that specifically addressed the question above.  All references to 
RSW on fishing boats and tenders were about deep RSW.  No one discussed the shallow RSW method.   


Project Proposal:  We will produce a report that compares fillet quality associated with salmon chilled in 
deep RSW vs. shallow RSW.  Fillets are the product form most likely to be negatively affected by bruising, 
gaping and crushing.  During the 2014 sockeye season we will contract (i.e. pay) one or more drift boats that 
already chill with RSW.  We will focus on boats that fish the N-K District, to minimize the quality loss due to 
time and distance.  We will ask the skipper(s) to float fish one day and go shallow the next day.  To avoid 
“hold bias,” we’ll ask the skipper(s) to give us ~500-lb. samples from the same hold and brailer every time.  
We will position two QC staff on tenders the skipper(s) will probably deliver to.  The QC techs will randomly 
tag fish delivered on the deep and shallow days.  They will also grade the tagged, whole salmon in the field.  
This will help us “ground truth” results from the shore plant.  At the Naknek plant, tagged salmon will be 
sent, when possible, to the fillet line, where shorebased QC will grade the fillets and record those grades.   


Cost:  RSDA Share: approximately $30,000.  In-kind support will come from the processor and tenders.  It 
is possible there will cost sharing from the processor if they want to assign other QC duties to the tender-
based techs.  If the RSDA funds other Digital Observer projects in 2014, this cost could be reduced by about 
$5–10,000.  I can’t provide a full cost analysis here, due to space limits.   


Mark K Buckley, President, Digital Observer Inc.    I have read the BB-RSDA Strategic Plan and Bylaws.   








 
 


Proposed Project 
Ice Barge Support – Bristol Lady 2014 
 


 
 
Strategic Directions: 


• Increasing value for the fleet 
• Quality improvement 


 
 


Problem Addressed 
• Every year for the past 6 years a higher percentage of fish are being 


chilled.  In recent years, the rate of increase has been higher for fish 
chilled with ice than with RSW. 


• In 2012, 59% of the driftnet deliveries were chilled – meaning that 
41% of the harvest is still dry. Lower fleet-wide quality lowers 
average ex-vessel price. 


• Some vessels are not able to afford or utilize RSW systems. For them 
ice made on the water is the only avenue to chill their harvest and to 
help raise average ex-vessel price. 


• Some RSW boats use ice to “kick-start” RSW chilling.  
• In the past two seasons, ice sales from the barges years has been 


anemic.  New approaches to providing ice to fishermen are being 
implemented.  


 
 
Proposed Project: 


• In 2014, Ocean Beauty is expected to operate the Bristol Lady in the 
Naknek district. 


• OBSI agrees to a performance based concept for funding, similar to 
the system used in 2013 whereby BB-RSDA’s support is based on 
tons of ice sold. 


• OBSI is considering the following tactics in an effort to stimulate ice 
sales: 


• Post signs in nearby boat yards advising of the ice barge 
position and contact information 


• Attempt to move ice to outlying areas for OB’s fleet, and 
remind other processors of the possibility of same 


• Use ice to pre chill tenders, should fishing volume warrant 
such 


 







 
 
Anticipated Results 


• The sales-based grant ($/tons sold) and changes listed above are 
intended to stimulate ice availability and sales. The more ice that is 
sold, the greater the grant award. 


• Stimulating sales may also provide incentives to stockpiling ice in 
insulated totes for sales during the peak or adding totes of ice onto 
tenders, etc. 


• The sales goal for the 2014 season is 500 tons. 
 
 


Benefits to Business Unit 
• Chilling a higher percentage of delivered fish raises average quality. 


Other factors notwithstanding; higher fleet-wide average quality fish 
leads to higher ex-vessel prices. 


• More chilling bonus for the fleet. 
• Without support it is possible that barge operations may be reduced 


– resulting in less fish chilled, lower overall quality and less chilling 
bonus paid and exert downward pressure on average value for the 
season’s harvest. 


 
 
 
Measure of Results 


• Tons ice sold 
• Higher percentage of delivered fish chilled 
• More fish qualifying for chilling bonus 


 
 
Budget 


• OBSI’s ice sales goal is 700 tons for 2013. 
• Maximum grant award is limited to $50,000 paid on the following 


rate schedule: 
o 50-200 tons $10,000 
o 201-400 $20,000 
o 401-500 $30,000 
o 501-600 $40,000 
o 601+ $50,000 


 
 


Additional Details to Discuss 
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Elijah Lawson 
Elijah@prophet-productions.com 
206-484-8281 
 
I have read the BBRSDA strategies and bylaws.  
 
My strategic objective is to make three documentary films about families who fish commercially in Bristol 
Bay and the salmon they fish for.  These films will focus on some very interesting people who work in a 
beautiful but sensitive environment. My goal is to demonstrate the respect that we as fishermen show 
towards our environment in the Bristol Bay watershed. I want to highlight the fact that just about every boat 
on the water is a small mom and pop operation that provides a valuable food product to the entire world. I 
want to tell the stories of our fishermen. This year, one of the three stories will be about the process the 
salmon goes through, from “Ocean to Table”.  
 
BBRSDA Pre-Proposal 
 
These mini documentaries will be shown on the BBRSDA website to promote this unique way of life. The 
films will tell the stories of fishermen and women in Bristol Bay. My goal is to present to the world and 
educate consumers of our unique way of life.  I would like to spend a day with a handful of families filming 
them on their boat and around the boat yards. This year, in addition to the two documentary style films, I 
want to produce a third film that follows the salmon from “ocean to table”. I would like to film with a 
family that markets their own fish. I want to film the  fish as it’s caught, to the tender, to the processor , to 
the market and then finally to the table. This film will show the care and details taken to assure a quality 
product.  
 
I grew up fishing with my family in BB and I have been fishing in the Bay for 18 years. I purchased my 
permit from my dad and bought a boat six years ago. In the winter, I work as a sound mixer and producer. 
Some of my clients include CBS, ABC, NBC, National Geographic, Discovery Channel, 60 minutes and 
many more. 
 
Budget Information 
 
I would like to find 2 more familes to film with this year. These two films will be much like the films from 
last year. The third film will be about the salmon.  I think the filming process could be done in 10 days. 8 
days in Bristol Bay, 2 days farmers market (exact location to TBD)  
 
10 days of filming with film crew of producer, camera man and sound man and all the proper gear required. 
$3500 a day. Total is $35,000. This includes the travel days. 
 
Editing time for each film would be roughly 30 hours per segment.  
This includes the encoding of the digital media, typing out transcriptions,  titles, and posting the final 
pieces to a website to view. Total editing budget is $8000 
 
Music for the pieces would be roughly $1000 
 
Production costs: 
Travel and accommodations for crew. Some of these costs I can take care of. I would plan on having the 
crew stay in my appartment container in the PAF yard in Dillingham. If we filmed in Naknek or Yugashik, 
we could probably find some places to stay with other fishermen.  
 
$1200 per person to fly to Alaska  people= $2400 
 
I think I could produce these three short films for a total budget of  $46,000 
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Proposal to Bristol Bay-RSDA. December 2013 
 
Title: Using strontium otoliths to determine the natal origin and habitat use of 
salmon caught in the Nushagak commercial fishery 
 
Proposer: Daniel Schindler, Sean Brennan; University of Washington, FRI; 
deschind@uw.edu; 206-616-6724 * We have read BB-RSDA strategies and bylaws 
 
BB-RSDA Strategic Objective: #4 Maintain sustainability of the fishery - Protect 
habitat needed for diverse and abundant salmon populations 
 
Project Description: 


The Nushagak River is a vast watershed that supports commercially- and socially 
important fisheries for sockeye and Chinook salmon. However, it remains unclear which 
regions of the Nushagak watershed produce the majority of Chinook and sockeye 
salmon, and whether the importance of different tributaries varies through time. Recent 
research by S. Brennan (UAF) shows that naturally occurring geochemical tracers in 
Nushagak river waters enable determination of the natal origins of Chinook and sockeye 
salmon.  The most powerful tracer is the ratio of two isotopes of the trace element 
strontium (Sr), which is incorporated from river waters into juvenile salmon otoliths 
(ear-bones) which provide a chemical history of each fish’s entire life. An existing 
baseline dataset (see attached map) quantifying the strontium ratios of potential 
habitats for Chinook and sockeye salmon will be able to identify which regions of the 
Nushagak produce the most fish.  


We propose to: 1) fill in data holes in the baseline, which reside in headwater 
habitats, 2) finalize the high-resolution geospatial model of all potential natal sources of 
Chinook and sockeye salmon using existing and new data 3) use this baseline to assign 
natal origins of Chinook and sockeye salmon caught in Nushagak Bay fisheries. Brennan 
is currently finalizing an analysis of 250 Chinook salmon caught in the Nushagak fishery 
in 2011, to assign them to their habitat of origin. In this proposal we will extend this 
analysis to two additional years (2014&15), and add sockeye salmon to the analysis. 
Such data will complement the work proposed by UW-FRI to quantify Chinook and 
sockeye habitat throughout the Nushagak and Mulchatna rivers. 


Estimated total cost of project:~ $400,000 ($210,000 from a previous AK Sea Grant 
project + the amount requested here from BB-RSDA) 
 
Amount requested from BB-RSDA: $188,726i 
 
Approximate date of project completion: June 2016 
 
 
                                    
i This assumes a two-year project where we process 250 samples/yr from the fishery. A one-year 
project that processed 250 samples total would cost $99,000. The only salaries requested are for 
S.Brennan (as a post-doc) and for hourly technician support.  







Old Man Cr.


Dots denote locations of existing samples that characterize the Sr isotope 
characteristics in different sections of the Nushagak watershed. Different colors of 
ellipses show groups of tributaries that are distinct from one another.








BBRSDA Project Proposal 
 
Proposer:  Bristol Bay Native Association’s Natural Resources Department 
 
Project Title:  Togiak River Salmon Escapement Sonar Feasibility Study 


BBRSDA Strategies and Bylaws:  The Director of the BBNA Natural Resources Department, Courtenay Gomez, 
has read the strategies and bylaws of BBRSDA.  
 
BBRSDA Strategic Objective #2:  Support Research – Promote research that leads to a better understanding of the 
science and economics of the Bristol Bay wild salmon fishery in order to improve revenues for fishermen.  
Focus: Improve accuracy of pre-season and in-season forecast; and Investigate potential environmental and 
economic impacts of commercial fishing on the Bristol Bay region. 
 
BBRSDA Strategic Objective #4:  Maintain Sustainability of the Fishery – Promote activities that assure the 
continuation of a biologically and economically healthy and productive commercial fishery. 
Focus: Seek the highest level of harvest value consistent with sustainable salmon runs; and when practical, work 
with processors, government managers, and others to jointly develop activities that support the goal of sustainable 
fishery. 
 
Concept:   
Currently the Alaska Department of Fish & Game enumerates sockeye salmon escapement on the Togiak River 
using a counting tower near the outlet of Lake Togiak. From 2008 to 2011, the USFWS Office of Subsistence 
Management provided funding to conduct a mark-recapture study using radio telemetry to estimate the Chinook 
escapement in the Togiak River. The project was intended to provide data to managers on Chinook salmon run 
timing, abundance, and population characteristics in the Togiak River to determine if the population could support 
exploitation rates in subsistence, sport, and commercial fisheries. Although the results of the project did provide 
managers with an estimate of escapement and run timing it did not provide timely escapement estimates that could 
be used for inseason management. 
 
As such, BBNA is requesting BBRSDA funding for a sonar feasibility study to more accurately enumerate Togiak 
River salmon escapement. Costs of this project will include project planning and organizational efforts between 
BBNA, ADFG and the USFWS Togiak National Wildlife Refuge; as well as logistical services including sonar site 
identification, technology purchasing and potential land-use agreements with adjacent land owners. Once a site is 
determined to be adequate for hosting the sonar technology, project staff will develop proposals to submit to various 
funding agencies to monitor Togiak River salmon escapement using the sonar technology that the BBRSDA has 
purchased through funding this proposal.  
 
The Principal Investigator for this project will be Courtenay Gomez, Director of Natural Resources at BBNA. 
 
Total Project Costs and BBRSDA Request:  BBNA is requesting approximately $115,000 for the purchase of the 
sonar equipment, logistical services and shipping to Dillingham.   


ARIS 1200 - $80,000  ARIS X2 Rotator - $15,500 Shipping & Services - $7,000 approx. 
Large Lens Assembly - $8,500 500’ cable - $4,000 
   
Match: Staff time for time spent coordinating and developing this project will serve as in-kind contributions by the 
Bristol Bay Native Association and the ADFG Division of Commercial Fisheries. This feasibility study will be done 
in collaboration with these organizations, as well as promoting research partnerships with the USFWS Togiak 
National Wildlife Refuge and the Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development Association.  
 
Approximate Date of Completion: Sonar site identification and equipment purchasing will be completed within 
one fiscal year of the project’s initiation.  








2014 BB-RSDA Project Proposal (Based on Project Solicitation Guidelines) 


Proposers contact information: Department of Public Safety (DPS), Division of Alaska Wildlife Troopers 
(AWT) POB 226 King Salmon, Alaska. Telephone: 907-246-3307. Bristol Bay Regional Supervisor Sergeant 
Scott Quist email: scott.quist@alaska.gov. 


BB-RSDA strategies and bylaws: Agency staff (Sergeant Quist) has read the BB-RSDA Five Year Strategic 
Plan for 2013-2018 and the BB-RSDA bylaws from 2012. 


BB-RSDA Strategic objectives addressed: There is likely no commercial fishery in the State of Alaska in 
which AWT plays a more essential role than the Bristol Bay Salmon fishery. DPS/AWT is the first responder 
to nearly all search and rescue calls during the Bristol Bay salmon season. In addition, near constant AWT 
presence is mandatory to protect the salmon resource, enforce the laws and encourage a level playing field; 
all of which directly or indirectly promote the objectives described as “Primary Focus” items in the Strategic 
Plan. 


The overall mission of AWT best relates to Strategy #4-Maintain Sustainability of the Fishery: Without AWT 
presence the effectiveness of and compliance with all laws that promote a sustainable fishery would be 
diminished. 


Description of Project: Upgrade and/or replace equipment in order to maintain and further the AWT mission 
in Bristol Bay. This proposal addresses three specific items, descriptions and costs are as follows: 


1. Replace patrol skiff: One of the primary patrol skiffs used in Bristol Bay is 14 years old and needs to 
be replaced, estimated replacement cost is approximately $120,000. The intent is to keep the old 
skiff that would be replaced in Bristol Bay as a spare. As it is, if one skiff from one of the patrol 
vessels goes down for maintenance, up to 50% of the patrol function of that vessel goes away. 


2. Satellite communications system for PV Stimson: The Department of Public Safety recently 
transitioned to an internet based records management (RMS)/report writing system, all police reports 
are written on this system. In its present form the system requires constant internet communication 
in order to function. The PV Stimson does not have this essential equipment and the RMS does not 
function while the vessel is deployed in Bristol Bay.  Addition of a reliable, modern satellite 
communications system to the vessel would also help with communications during search and 
rescue missions and for gathering routine weather and fishery information. Cost for equipment and 
installation is approximately $33,000.00 plus $1000.00 per month for the service. 


3. Upgrade equipment on the PV Kvichak: The PV Kvichak is a 32 foot Bristol Bay drift gillnet vessel 
which is based in Bristol Bay and used almost exclusively for patrol of Bristol Bay commercial 
fisheries.  The vessel currently is not equipped with either a reel or a bow thruster, both of which 
would enhance effectiveness and/or safety of the vessel. The addition of a reel would make the 
vessel less noticeable when mingling with the fleet thereby making it more effective in covert 
operations. The advantages of a bow thruster are obvious to anyone who has operated a Bristol Bay 
gillnet vessel. A used reel would cost roughly $5000.00 to purchase and install, a bow thruster would 
cost approximately $7000.00. 


Total project cost: 120,000 + 33,000 + 2000 (satellite service for 2 months while in Bristol Bay) + 5,000 + 
7000 = $167,000. The State of Alaska is obviously another funding source.  Items two and three can be 
completed before the start of the 2014 Bristol Bay salmon season, item one would be subject to vendor 
schedules and would likely not be in service by the 2014 season. 


 








Digital Observer, Inc. 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 


 
1119 NE 43rd St. #102 Seattle, WA 98105 


(206) 547-9533  
email: mkbuckley@alaska.com 


Project Proposal: Fix short taglines; market chilling to the fleet. Two programs can run with same staff. 


Strategic Objectives: Promote handling practices that are effective and practical; strengthen 
communications between the Association and its members, build desire of the fishery 
to chill product during harvest.  


Cost:   Depends on processor participation.  May be $100,000 total with ~$40,000 from the 
  RSDA.   


Project Duration: April–December, 2014.   


Problem Statement 1: Based on previous research conducted by Digital Observer Inc., I believe that roughly 
five percent of all taglines in Bristol Bay are too short.  Some are extremely short.  Short taglines stress the 
salmon inside the brailers, causing fish to bend and bruise.  Additionally, short taglines can also affect fish 
quality in adjacent brailers (see photos attached to this document).  It can be difficult for fishermen to notice 
short taglines while their brailers are empty, but short lines are very noticeable when brailers are being 
offloaded to tenders.  


Problem Statement 2:  The drive to chill 100% of the Bristol Bay catch needs a little push; we need to 
convince more “dry boat” fishermen to make the switch to chilling.  Direct outreach to those fishermen might 
help motivate some to make the change, particularly if the outreach contains information about discounts and 
price incentives.  One method of direct outreach is to talk to “dry” fishermen while they are on the water.  


Digital Observer’s Proposal:  A good solution to the short tagline problem is to alert fishermen to the 
problem while their boats are unloading at the tender.  In 2014 Leader Creek, Trident, and AGS will hire their 
own tender-based QC staffs.  If the RSDA concurs, Digital Observer will train and equip those companies’ 
QC crews.  We will ask the crews to be on the lookout for “bad” taglines.  The QC staff will then give short 
lengths of “free” line (paid for by the RSDA) to fishermen with problem brailers.  The fishermen will then fix 
the problem themselves.  Ocean Beauty will participate, but wants to split the cost of the program with the 
RSDA.  Other companies may be persuaded either to pay all or some costs, too.  Failing that, they may allow 
QC personnel funded by the RSDA to implement this project aboard company-chartered tenders. 


Regarding chilling, Digital Observer will train and monitor the shipboard QC staffs, directing them to 
notice which boats are delivering un-chilled salmon.  The various staffs will learn to approach the “dry” boat 
captains, providing those fishermen with information and subtle pressure about the benefits of chilling.  This 
program will obviously be unnecessary for fleets like Leader Creek’s, where everyone chills.  But for mostly-
dry fleets, such as those that deliver to AGS, this program might help move the needle a little faster.   


It costs approximately $5,500, excluding administrative costs, to put one shipboard QC staffer in the field 
for 21 days.  Some companies will pick up all the $5,500 while others will want to share some (or none) of 
the cost with the RSDA.  Asking already-busy QC staff, such as those at Trident, to do more work may cost 
the RSDA ~$25 per person per day.  I have not been specific about the costs of implementing these proposals 
because of space limitations and because of uncertainties regarding whether and to what extent other 
processors (i.e. Peter Pan, Icicle, Silver Bay, North Pacific, Red Salmon, and E&E) will participate.  Cost of 
lines and associated hardware will probably not exceed $5,000.  If the RSDA invites a full proposal, I will 
address the uncertainties and submit a more detailed budget and project narrative.   


Mark K Buckley, President, Digital Observer Inc.    I certify I have BB-RSDA Strategic Plan and Bylaws.   







 Attachment 


 


 
Fig. 1. Tight tagline stresses and bends fish inside the brailer, causing gaping and bruising. 


 


 


 


Fig. 2. Short Tagline stresses fish in brailer at left while shifting weight onto brailer at right.   








Mark Buckley 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 


1119 NE 43rd St. #102 Seattle, WA 98105 
(206) 547-9533  


email: mkbuckley@alaska.com 


2 Project Concepts: 1. Ice machine on a tender.  2. Ice machine on a gillnetter.   


Strategic Objective: Research, identify and promote chilling practices that are effective and 
practical. 


Amount:  < $10,000 cost share on two projects costing partners $50,000+.   


I am an S03T Permit Holder who believes the RSDA can do more to promote chilling in Bristol 
Bay. 


1. At present there is an ice machine aboard the tender Starling S.  The machine can produce ~10 
tons of ice every 24 hours.  It can reportedly make ice from fresh water, brackish water, silty water, 
and salt water.  It cost the Starling S roughly $80,000 just to buy it.  It operated during the 2012 
season and according to Paul Schwitters, the owner of the Starling S, it performed very well.  The 
Starling S successfully sold ice to boats in Icicle’s Nushagak fleet.   


In 2013, according to Paul, Icicle began providing free ice to its fleet.  In response, the Starling S. 
did not operate its ice machine because Paul says he saw no point in burning fuel to provide a free 
product.  Therefore the machine sat—and still sits—unused on the deck of the Starling S.   


I suggest the RSDA contact Icicle and Paul and offer to subsidize the cost of running the ice 
machine by paying for the fuel, with the proviso that the ice would be available to all gillnet boats.  
Ideally, Icicle might be persuaded to position the Starling S in a district such as Egegik or Ugashik 
where ice can be in short supply.  Cost to the RSDA might be capped at $7,000 or less.   


2. Naknek resident Ralph Mancuso, owner and operator of the F/V Uncle Fritz, finds it time 
consuming and expensive to buy ice for his drift boat.  He reports he burns a lot of fuel, and spends a 
lot of time, running to get ice.  To mitigate this, he is planning to install an ice machine aboard his 
boat.  Highland Refrigeration of Seattle sells the small machine Ralph wants.  It retails for $19,000 
and can produce ~1,000 pounds of ice per day.  Highland will provide the unit to Ralph at no cost.  
Ralph will only need to transport the machine to Naknek and insure it.  If Ralph likes the machine 
then at the end of the season he can buy it.  If he doesn’t like it Highland will take it back.   


Ralph will need to spend approximately $9,000 to buy a generator to run the ice machine.  He will 
also need to install plumbing.  Additionally, Ralph will have to buy the fuel to power the generator.  
He estimates the fuel cost will be about $100 per day.   


I suggest the RSDA offer Ralph a fuel subsidy of $100 per day for 20 days, for a total of $2,000.  
In return for this subsidy he would be asked to keep a daily diary of the process of installing and 
operating the ice machine.  At the end of the season he would write a report detailing the 
effectiveness of his icing experiment, along with any recommendations.  Photos would be a good 
idea, too.  This will be a cheap way of participating in this project, and for a mere $2,000 we would 
learn a lot.   








       2014 Project Proposal – Port Moller Test Fishery 
 


Title: Port Moller Test Fishery, 2014 
 


Proposer: Bristol Bay Science & Research Institute 
Keggie Tubbs, Matt Nemeth 
keggie@bbedc.com, mnemeth@lgl.com  
907‐842‐4370 (Tubbs) 907‐562‐3339 (Nemeth) 


 
Acknowledgment:   Have read the BB‐RSDA strategies and bylaws 


 


BB‐RSDA Strategy:  Support Research (#2) 
 


Project Description:  Assist with funding the annual gillnet test fishery at Port Moller and provide 
daily updates that provide catch data, interpret the run strength, run timing, and 
age and stock composition for industry (drift gillnetters, setnetters, processors), 
ADF&G fishery managers, and the general public. These updates are prepared by 
BBSRI staff Dr. Scott Raborn, Michael Link, and Matt Nemeth and emailed daily, 
along with stock and age composition estimates prepared by ADF&G. In addition, 
BBSRI staff discuss results with fishermen (and managers) during the season, when 
feasible. This is a time‐ intensive, 7‐day per week exercise for 30 days. 


 
BBSRI has invested many hundreds of thousands of dollars of its money to improve 
this high‐profile test fishery over the last nine years. These investments have 
improved in‐season forecasts of the run, which in turn has provided direct benefits 
to S03T permit holders, even in the many recent large runs. This information 
tends to be more valuable in smaller run years (like the 2014 expected return). 
This funding request is a relatively small per permit contribution from drift permit 
holders, and is heavily leveraged (~4 fold): the $40,000 requested here is matched 
by another $166,000 from other sources.  


 
Project Costs: Total: $206,000 


ADF&G: $100,000 (vessel, its crew, and fuel) 
BBSRI crew, nets, travel, shipping, sampling gear, and prepare daily updates:  


         Salmon Processors: $50,400 
            BBSRI: $15,600  


         BB‐RSDA: $40,000 
 


Project Duration: Field sampling, 10‐11 June to 8‐10 July 2014 
Daily updates, ~30 updates, 11 June – 11 July 2014   
Final project report and completion, 15 November 2014 


 
 
 
 
 
 



mailto:keggie@bbedc.com,
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2014 RISKS TO BRISTOL BAY SALMON MARKETSHARE AND PRICE  SUSTAINABILITY 
Submitted by Matt Marinkovich 
Proposal by Anne Mosness  I have read and understand the BBRSDA proposals and by-laws 


While Pebble Mine may be perceived as posing the greatest harm to the future of BB’s salmon fishery, 
other significant threats to fish prices and market stability need to be assessed and actions taken or the 
fleet could experience an economic downturn similar to the collapse of the late 1990’s.   Since several 
agencies are funding production and promotion of species that would directly compete in the 
marketplace, ongoing research is needed, strategic plans developed, alliances formed, and policy makers 
and public educated while it is still possible to influence outcomes.  
 
Although Alaska fisheries have achieved a well deserved reputation for quality, the US “organics” label is 
prized and many consumers are willing to pay more for products that meet the standards established for 
the label.  The National Organics Standard Board (NOSB), within the USDA, has already decided that 
wild fish do not meet these standards yet it is moving towards changing their policies so products from 
industrial aquaculture operations could qualify for the prestigious label.  Farmed salmon certified as 
“organic” would trump frozen Alaska wild salmon even among savvy and reliable customers. It is 
important that aquaculture related topics are closely monitored and comments submitted for the next 
NOSB meeting April 29-May 1, 2014 in San Antonio. As a participant at a previous NOSB meeting in 
Seattle, my comments are on record and a published article distributed to all NOSB members and 
attendees (link follows).   
 
The push to certify aquaculture products as “organic” would not be as worrisome if limited to terrestrial 
operations.  However, for more than a decade, the Dept. of Commerce/NOAA has circulated plans to 
expand aquaculture fivefold by 2025 including allowing fish farming in the US EEZ which could place 
open cages near wild salmon producing rivers. Several states, such as Washington, are targeted for 
expanded aquaculture, including “more salmon and steelhead” and “open ocean aquaculture in the Strait 
of Juan de Fuca” (NOAA 2007).  
 
As we are aware, the FDA is close to approving genetically engineered salmon and proponents include 
policy makers from agricultural states working on behalf of corporate producers of grains and crops (often 
genetically engineered/modified) that could be dumped as feed for an expanding aquaculture industry.  
GE salmon is the first transgenic animal to go thru the shoddy FDA evaluation process and a national 
coalition (that I’ve been a part of since Sept. 2010) is working to put into place safeguards and improve 
the poor precedence for biotech animals that will follow. Labeling efforts continue at the state level and 
several members of Congress are working on federal legislation so distribution of information to the fleet 
is important.   
 
PROPOSAL:  I will monitor potential actions that the NOSB is considering, draft comments expressing the 
concerns of the BB fleet, and attend the April meeting with prepared testimony and commitment to 
influencing other attendees and policy makers.  I request transportation, expenses and per diem for this 
meeting in San Antonio, TX. I will continue to represent commercial fisheries with emphasis on BB in bi-







monthly conference calls on GE fish and report back to the RSDA any recommended actions that permit 
holders and others concerned about wild fisheries should take.  I will continue to monitor NOAA’s 
promotion of salmon farming in near/offshore waters with appropriate advisement to the RSDA so that the 
fleet can be encouraged to contact lawmakers, media, etc.    I can continue this educational work on 
behalf of BB and terms/expenses can be discussed in the future. 
 
BIO, ANNE MOSNESS:  After college/social work background, began fishing in BB in1973, followed by 6 
years on the Copper River (charter member of the CR Fishermen’s Coop), returned to BB from 1983- 
2000, and for two seasons  w/Peter Pan in Egegik.  While fishing in Washington, trustee of the Puget 
Sound Gillnetter’s Association, co-chair of two PACs defeating anti-commercial fishing ballot measures in 
in 1995 and 1999. Food and Society Policy Fellow/Kellogg Leadership Alliance; represented fisheries at 
SlowFood/Slowfish in Turin, Genoa, San Francisco and Louisville,  UN Forum for Food Sovereignty in 
Rome and other national/global conferences. Researcher/consultant on fisheries with Institute for 
Agriculture and Trade Policy, Public Citizen, National Environmental Trust and other organizations. Event 
coordinator (Bluefestival), created Go Wild Campaign, initiative lawsuit on labeling of colorants in farmed 
salmon in 2003. On Initiative 522 steering committee on labeling of GE foods in Washington State, 
interviewed by CNN and other major media on fisheries/labeling issues. 
 
2011 article on GE fish Article on NOSB decision on aquaculture:  “Can Farmed Fish be 
Organic” http://www.pccnaturalmarkets.com/sc/1104/farmed_fish_organic.html  
  
2013 article: “Tampering with our Future, GENETICALLY ENGINEERED FISH, THE FDA AND 
LABELING GE/GMO FOODS 
http://www.cascadiaweekly.com/currents/genetically_engineered_fish_the_fda_and_labeling_ge_gmo_fo
ods 
 
2013 Radio interview/ Food Sleuth:   http://www.prx.org/pieces/93990  
2013 Radio interview/ Joe Teehan show:  http://930kbai.com/the-joe-show/the-joe-show-for-12413/ 
 
NOSB MEETING 
INFO: http://www.ams.usda.gov/AMSv1.0/ams.fetchTemplateData.do?template=TemplateJ&page=NOS
BMeetings 
 


Submitted by Anne Mosness, 34 Rocky Ridge Dr. Bellingham, Wa. 98229, Ph. 360-671-6478, 
email: eatwildfish@aol.com.   (Majority) Owner with Peter Girvan of Bristol Bay drift permit # SO3T 
59787N. 
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Gillnet advocacy and catch-and-release survival study  SUSTAINABILITY 
Proposal by Matt Marinkovich     MARKETING? 
 
The 1990’s saw a rash of gillnet and other commercial fishing net bans in different 
locations in the United States, like the complete ban on gillnets in the inner waters of 
Florida’s coastal islands, as one example.  The success rate was quite alarming, and very 
concerning to commercial fishermen.  Fortunately, Washington soundly defeated two net-
banning initiative attempts in 1996 and 1999, which seemed to put the breaks on the 
entire movement, until recently.  
 
The decision to ban gillnets on the Colombia River was based on public perception and 
politics, and not on science or professional opinion.  When one “victory” in eliminating 
commercial fishing is achieved, it fuels the fire for the next.  These victories lend 
credibility to the biased or shoddy studies that helped condemn the fishery in the first 
place, and thereby increases the “acceptance level” of eliminating the next commercial 
fishery targeted. 
 
Now the Kenai River set gillnet fishery is threatened by a net ban initiative.  In the article 
below a study is cited, which uses the Bristol Bay as it’s data base, accentuating the fact 
that returning spawners have net marks, and postulates half of them will not survive to 
spawn, and even suggests the escapement level for these rivers should be increased 5-
15% to account for the mortality.  Next the article uses these hypothesized numbers 
within the Kenai River set gillnet fishery to justify the need to eliminate them.  This 
article does not just target the Kenai set gillnet fishery—the anti-commercial fishing 
lobby would just assume that all commercial fisheries be abolished. 
 
My Proposal is in two parts: 


1) The BBRSDA should use its financial and staff resources to increase advocacy 
and promote a positive image of commercially harvesting salmon with gillnets.  
In order to accomplish this a person or group of people should be contracted to 
keep abreast of the issues.  Suggested budget of $30,000.  Goals are as follows: 
a) Promote the importance, necessity, selectivity, and sustainability of harvesting 


salmon with gillnets.   
b) If any gillnet fishery falls under attack the BBRSDA should use it’s financial 


or staff resources to defend it.   
c) If there is any bad press, or a study that shows gillnetting in a negative light, 


the BBRSDA should address the subject and proper information be brought to 
light via appropriate media channels. 


2) In response to the negative pressure being applied to the Kenai River set gillnet 
fishery, I propose the BBRSDA fund a study that clearly assesses the mortality 
rate (all the way to the spawning grounds) on king salmon that have experienced 
the trauma imposed from an interlude with a “catch and release” sports fisherman.  
This study would clearly benefit the Kenai fishery, but it very likely will prove 
quite useful in the future when our Bristol Bay fishery is in the crosshairs of an 
anti-commercial fishing attack.  I feel this study should be funded up to $50,000 
by the BBRSDA.  







What exactly is the impact of setnet bycatch on Alaska's Kenai River king 
salmon fishery? 
Alaska Dispatch (http://www.alaskadispatch.com) 
  
Craig Medred, November 20, 2013 
Commercial setnet fishermen in Alaska’s Cook Inlet, who find themselves under 
fire from an initiative aimed at shutting them down, are not alone. All along the 
U.S. Pacific Coast, it seems, efforts are underway to ban or restrict an old 
commercial fishing gear type that’s unable to discriminate between various 
species of salmon. 


Commercial fishers in Washington state this summer failed in a court [3] bid to 
stop a ban on gillnets in the main stem of the Columbia River. Commercial 
fishers in Alaska are now considering similar litigation in an attempt to stop the 
proposed ballot initiative imposing a set-gillnet ban in non-subsistence areas of 
Alaska. 


The Alaska ban is aimed primarily at Cook Inlet where gillnets fishing huge runs 
of sockeye salmon inadvertently catch diminishing numbers of late-run king 
salmon bound for the Kenai River. It is a bycatch problem similar to that on the 
Columbia. There the issue is with the number of wild Columbia kings caught by 
setnetters primarily fishing for hatchery kings. 


Oregon and Washington, states bisected by the lower Columbia, are solving that 
problem by replacing setnet fisheries with seine fisheries. Setnets catch fish by 
the gills and hold them by the head until they are removed by fishermen. 
Sometimes the fish die in the nets before removal. Sometimes they manage to 
pull free and continue towards their spawning grounds, but a study in Alaska's 
Bristol Bay indicates the damage to the escapees might be greater than what 
appear to be just "net marks" on their bodies. 


"A substantial portion -- 11 to 29 percent -- of spawning sockeye salmon 
exhibited clear signs of past entanglement with commercial gillnets," a study 
detailed in the Journal of Applied Ecology [4] said. "Survival among such fish was 
significantly reduced. More than half of the fish that reach natal spawning 
grounds with fishery-related injuries fail to reproduce." 


The researchers suggested in-river spawning goals for Bristol Bay sockeyes 
should be increased by from 5 to 15 percent to reflect the large number of fish 
injured in the commercial net fisheries and warned that it’s unlikely the problems 
found there are limited to Bristol Bay. 


"Given the magnitude of non-retention in this fishery," they wrote, "explicit 
consideration of non-retention mortality may be warranted across a wide range of 
exploited populations." 



http://www.alaskadispatch.com/

http://www.alaskadispatch.com/authors/677842

http://www.joincca.org/articles/627

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1365-2664.2009.01673.x/pdf

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1365-2664.2009.01673.x/pdf





Not long after that study was complete, fisheries scientists in Washington and 
Oregon began studying the use of beach and purse seines as a replacement for 
Columbia gillnets. Plans are now underway to phase in the former gear type and 
get rid of the latter. 


"Reforms jump-started by Oregon Gov. John Kitzhaber in mid-2012 and 
completed by the Washington and Oregon fish and wildlife commissions this year 
are bringing the most sweeping overhaul of lower Columbia River fisheries in 80 
years,“ reported the The Columbian newspaper [5]. "The reforms...require live-
capture commercial fishing methods in the main Columbia -- such as purse 
seines and beach seines -- designed to harvest abundant hatchery stocks and 
release wild fish." 


Harvests of wild Columbia Chinook in mixed-stock fisheries have long been a 
major issue in a region where the big fish have struggled for decades because of 
environmental damage done to the watershed by hydroelectric dams. 


Dams are not an issue in Alaska, and setnetters here have argued their bycatch 
of late-run Kenai River kings -- believed to be among the largest Chinook in the 
Pacific -- is not a problem. 


"...The setnet’s low 13 percent exploitation rate of Kenai River kings is nearly 
insignificant when compared to the threat that these fish face due to the 
completely unbridled growth of the in-river sport fishery," the Kenai Peninsula 
Fishermen's Association [6] said in a November press release.  


The United Fishermen of Alaska, the state's largest commercial fishing 
organization, followed up with a press release [7] warning that banning a 
commercial gear-type by initiative would "harm Alaska's resource management 
traditions and methods. All resource users -- including oil, mining and timber -- 
should resist the temptation to have their industry managed and regulated by 
'major rule'."  


The press release made no mention of the Pebble Mine where "major rule“ 
powered by commercial fishing interests appears to have set back for decades, if 
not killed [8], development of one of the world's largest copper deposits. But the 
press release did concede Alaska king salmon stocks are struggling everywhere. 


However, it added that "eliminating nets doesn't target the problem, which is in-
river and ocean survival of small Chinook salmon." 


Alaska Department of Fish and Game biologists agree with the latter claim, but 
take issue with the former. In most Alaska watersheds, they say, in-river survival 
does not appear to be a problem. The rivers appear to be producing adequate 
numbers of small salmon. The problem is that the fish that go to sea don't return 



http://www.columbian.com/news/2013/oct/23/seines-way-lower-columbia-river/

http://www.kpfaalaska.org/

http://www.kpfaalaska.org/

http://www.ufa-fish.org/press/2013-03%20UFA%20Responds%20to%20AFCA%20Action%20to%20Reallocate%20Salmon%20Through%20Initiative%2011%2012%202013.pdf

http://www.alaskadispatch.com/article/20130916/anglo-american-withdraws-pebble-mine-casting-projects-future-doubt
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in the numbers of old. 


Salmon interceptions in high-seas gillnet fisheries were once implicated [9] as 
part of the problem for Alaska salmon declines, but those fisheries are now gone. 
All of which has brought the debate about interception closer to home. 


While the Kenai fishermen's association claims an interception rate of only 13 
percent, the reality is that no one knows exactly how many kings are killed by 
Kenai setnets. 


State fisheries managers note the 13 percent number reflects only those kings 
setnetters sell to processors. Fish they keep for personal use, or sell for cash, or 
give to friends are not counted in the catch. The number of such fish is thought to 
be small, but the incentive for setnetters to make bycatch disappear in this way is 
huge given the political fish wars in which setnet king bycatch has been 
embroiled for more than two decades. 


Still, the larger issue might well involve the number of kings that escape the nets 
injured or drop out dead. That has never been studied. State fisheries biologists 
say there was never a reason to spend the money on such studies. With Kenai 
salmon runs large and healthy, the incidental harvest, even at its historic highs 
when setnetters were catching an average of 14,000-kings per year [10] in the 
late 1980s, was insignificant from a biological standpoint. 


But biologists say a 13 percent interception rate, coupled with net-related 
damage to as much as 29 percent of the return, results in a mortality rate of 
about 42 percent of a declining stock of salmon. Which could be a serious 
problem. 


The late-run Chinook spawners returning to the Kenai this year numbered 17,028 
[11], according to Fish and Game date. It was the lowest return on record, and it 
was the first time the number of spawners had fallen below 20,000. It would have 
marked the first time Fish and Game failed to meet the spawning goal, but for the 
fact the goal has just been lowered from a minimum of 17,800 to a minimum of 
15,000 [12].  


It is against this backdrop Alaska setnetters now find themselves facing the same 
sort of full-frontal attack that has put an end to setnet fisheries elsewhere. These 
are tough times for those who live and love to work the beaches of Cook Inlet in 
the summer. 


Contact Craig Medred at craig(at)alaskadispatch.com [13]. 


Source URL: http://www.alaskadispatch.com/article/20131120/what-exactly-
impact-setnet-bycatch-alaskas-kenai-river-king-salmon-fishery 
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http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/static/regulations/regprocess/fisheriesboard/ucitaskforce/pdfs/fms_13-xxdraft.pdf
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Project Concept:  Supporting direct marketers while promoting Bristol Bay Salmon 


Name: Greta Horn 


Email: gretahorn4@hotmail.com 


Phone: 541-671-0445 


Addressing Strategy #3: by using funds to supplement investments already made by 


fishermen to promote/market our salmon around the United States, as well as Strategy 


#5: by supporting marketing efforts of the people directly paying into it, BBRSDA 


strengthens ties and communications with members. 
 


Project Description:   


     True direct marketers who can prove at least a $10,000 personal investment via 


receipts for processing/shipping/marketing/etc. for the previous harvest year for selling 


their own fish to consumers can apply for $5,000-$10,000 to be used only for offsetting 


direct payments to print, radio, television, and billboard advertising.  Bristol Bay Salmon 


must be the primary focus of the advertisement, with the direct marketer's information 


and contact info being secondary and listed as a local/regional source for the product.  


Applicants should be able to apply by submitting quotes for advertising services to a 


board member.  After approval, payment should only be made up to the awarded amount 


for actual advertising services rendered as documented by official receipts from venders.   


     This will help a grass roots approach of we, the fishermen, striving to promote and 


provide the best possible product to people in the towns where we live and beyond.   It 


will help direct marketers grow beyond the farmer's market level and educate consumers 


in targeted areas about Bristol Bay salmon regardless of who they buy it from. 
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Grant Funded Project Proposal – BRISTOL BAY HERITAGE LAND TRUST 
 
Proposer:  Bristol Bay Heritage Land Trust. 
 
Project Title:  Sailing for Salmon – Pacific Northwest Tour 


BBRSDA Strategies and Bylaws:  The Executive Director of the Land Trust, Tim Troll, has read the 
strategies and bylaws of BBRSDA. 
 
BBRSDA Strategy #3:  Conduct Marketing and Promotion - Promote and market the Bristol Bay wild 
salmon resource in the domestic and global markets. 
 
BBRSDA Strategy #4:  Maintain Sustainability of the Fishery - Promote activities that assure the 
continuation of a biologically and economically healthy and productive commercial fishery.  Focus: Raise 
awareness of the sustainable Bristol Bay wild salmon resource. 
 
Concept:  Sailing for Salmon is a photographic exhibit of the history of the Bristol Bay commercial drift 
fishery.  The exhibit was developed to promote awareness of the fishery by celebrating and spreading 
the word about its longevity, colorful history and continuing viability.  The exhibit has been on display 
throughout Alaska and was seen by several thousand people over the course of four years. It will begin 
its tour Outside with an opening at the Alaska Packers Museum in Blaine WA.  The target is four to six 
possible venues in Oregon, Washington and California. 


This request, if granted, would provide funds to do a second printing of the book Sailing for Salmon:  The 
Early Years of Commercial Fishing in Alaska’s Bristol Bay: 1884 – 1951 and help defray the cost of 
shipping, setting-up, breaking-down, storing and transporting the exhibit to Blaine WA and other 
potential venues in the Pacific Northwest.   


Although the focus of the exhibit is Bristol Bay’s colorful fishing history and the use and demise of the 
Bristol Bay double-ended gillnetter, the message of the project is that the Bristol Bay commercial fishery 
is one of the longest established and continuously productive wild fisheries in the world – one worth 
protecting from habitat destruction and one worth supporting with a fork. 


The exhibit is currently in storage at a warehouse in Kenmore WA provided courtesy of Alaska General 
Seafoods. 


The exhibit also creates an opportunity at each venue to host other events that promote the Bristol Bay 
brand – films, lectures, presentations and product promotion. 


Total Project Costs and BBRSDA Request:  The Land Trust is requesting $25,000. An outside tour to 
venues in Oregon, Washington and California is expected to cost about $5,000 per venue. 
 
Match: It took approximately $50,000 in cash and in-kind help to do the research and put the exhibit 
together, publish the book, open the exhibit in Dillingham and travel it to Homer, Anchorage, Cordova, 
Juneau and Naknek.  Partners helping put the project together included Peter Pan Seafoods, U.S fish & 
Wildlife Service, Lake Clark National Park, Bristol Bay Native Corporation, and Peter Pan Seafoods among 
others.  BBRSDA helped sponsor a reception for the exhibit in Juneau. 
 
Approximate Date of Completion:  December 2014 for completion of exhibit in Blaine and transfer of 
exhibit to another venue 








 
Proposed Project 


Ice Barge Support – Bristol Maid 2014 
 
 
Strategic Directions: 


• Increasing value for the fleet 
• Quality improvement 


 
Problem Addressed 


• Every year for the past 6 years a higher percentage of fish are 
being chilled.  In recent years, the rate of increase has been 
higher for fish chilled with ice than with RSW.   


• In 2012, 59% of the driftnet deliveries were chilled – meaning 
that 41% of the harvest is still dry. Lower fleet-wide quality 
lowers average ex-vessel price. 


• Some vessels are not able to afford or utilize RSW systems. For 
them, ice made on the water is the only avenue to chill their 
harvest and to help raise average ex-vessel price. 


• Some RSW boats use ice to “kick-start” RSW chilling.  
• For 2 seasons, ice sales from the barges has been anemic.  New 


approaches to getting ice to fishermen are being implemented.  
 
Proposed Project: 


• In 2014, Trident Seafood’s is expected to operate the Bristol Lady 
in the Nushagak district. 


• As in 2013, Trident agrees to a performance based concept for 
funding, whereby BB-RSDA’s support is based on tons of ice sold. 


• Trident is considering the following tactics in an effort to 
stimulate ice sales: 
• At the end of the season last year extensive work was done on 


electrical generators (a chronic problem in the past).   
• Engineers are also resolving other long-standing issues that 


should result in increasing efficiency of the ice making and 
distribution systems.   


• Last season Trident had a trial program to deliver ice to 
Egegik fishermen. That worked well and we expect to expand 
it in 2014.  


• For 2014 Trident allocated 100 totes to the Bristol maid to 







stockpile ice and or send ice out as requested on Trident 
tenders.  


• Trident will offer the same service to tenders for other fleets.  
 


Anticipated Results 
• The sales-based grant ($/tons sold) and changes listed above are 


intended to stimulate ice availability and sales. The more ice that 
is sold, the greater the grant award. 


• Stimulating sales may also provide incentives to stockpiling ice in 
insulated totes for sales during the peak or adding totes of ice 
onto tenders, etc. 


• The sales goal for the 2014 season is 500 tons. 
 


Benefits to Business Unit 
• Chilling a higher percentage of delivered fish raises average 


quality. Other factors notwithstanding; higher fleet-wide average 
quality fish leads to higher ex-vessel prices. 


• More chilling bonus for the fleet. 
• Without support it is possible that barge operations may be 


reduced – resulting in less fish chilled, lower overall quality and 
less chilling bonus paid and exert downward pressure on average 
value for the season’s harvest. 


 
Measure of Results 


• Tons ice sold 
• Higher percentage of delivered fish chilled 
• More fish qualifying for chilling bonus 
 


Budget 
• Trident’s ice sales goal is 500 tons for 2014. 
• The grant is limited to $50,000 paid on the following schedule: 


o 200-300 tons $10,000 
o 301-400 $20,000 
o 401-500 $30,000 
o 501-600 $40,000 
o 601+ $50,000 


 


Additional Details to Discuss 







 








Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development Association (BBRSDA)  
Project Concept: Ice Capacity Improvement at Port of Bristol Bay in Naknek 


 
Contact information: John Fulton, jfulton@bbbak.us; (907) 246-4224  
 
Applicant acknowledges that he has read the BBRSDA strategies and bylaws.  
 
Strategic Objective: Improve quality & value through supporting efforts “to extend and 
improve the chilling of fish . . .” 
 
Project Concept Summary: 
The Bristol Bay Borough Port seeks $100,000 to extend and improve their ice capacity at the 
Port of Bristol Bay.  This ice improvement project dovetails nicely with the Fisherman’s Dock 
Improvement project, which will be a complementary match to the ice improvement.  The funds 
will be used for the following:  


• Conduct an analysis of the current condition,  location, and operation of the auger-driven 
flake-ice machine at the City dock; 


• Procure a new ice machine storage (possibly with a walking floor) and ice making 
system to meet the increasing demand for ice; 


• Analysis of possible locations to move the ice machine so that it is easily accessible to 
fishermen; 


• Re-configure the plumbing and electrical components of the ice machine as necessary to 
its future site; 


• Outfit the ice machine with a gravity-fed ice delivery system (based on expert analysis of 
the machine, ice requirements, energy requirements, and distance of ice delivery) 


 
Matching Funds: the Bristol Bay Borough has contributed millions of dollars to the 
improvement of the City Dock, and will be making hundreds of thousands of dollars in 
improvements to the Fishermen’s Dock area of the port.  This project is a perfect complement to 
fishermen’s dock improvements and will ensure that fishermen have the ice needed to produce a 
quality harvested salmon product. 
 
Approximate Date of Completion: We feel that this project can be fully executed by the end of 
June 2014 so that the new equipment and improvements would be fully operational before the 
2014 salmon season.   
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Project Proposal to the Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development Association (BBRSDA) 


Submitted by:  


Nakeen Homepack, LLC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
P.O. Box 264                                                                     
King Salmon, Alaska 99613                                                                                                                                                                                           
Contact:   Amanda Wlaysewski, owner.                                                                                                                                                               
email: nakeenhomepack@gmail.com                                                                                                                                                                
phone: 406-490-4898  


I, Amanda Wlaysewski, hereby acknowledge having read the BBRSDA Five-Year Strategic Plan and bylaws.   


Nakeen Homepack, LLC, a small custom processing business in Bristol Bay, was established in 2012 and has since seen two seasons 
of successful operation. The business primarily functions to provide DEC-approved processing and packaging services to Bristol Bay 
fishermen who independently market a portion of their commercial catch. In 2013, from both returning and new boats, the pounds we 
processed more than tripled from that of the first season; keeping our facility operating at maximum capacity and employing three 
more local residents than expected.  The men and women whose fish we process are the face of industry to many domestic markets 
across the country. As they work to introduce and heighten the national profile of Bristol Bay salmon it is more important than ever to 
ensure that they deliver the highest quality product possible. To achieve this, Nakeen Homepack is seeking funding from the 
BBRSDA to support a lateral expansion of our processing operations.    


Major components of the following strategic objectives will be addressed by this project:                                                                    
Strategy #1- Improve Quality and Value.                                                                                                                                                                       
Strategy #3 Marketing and Promotion                                                                                                                                                                     
Strategy #4 Maintain Sustainability of the Fishery.  


Project Proposal:                                                                                                                                                                                                 
This project seeks funding to obtain and integrate upgrades in processing equipment that are greatly needed to improve upon 
production efficiency and increase the ability to provide high quality processing services of value-added salmon products for direct 
marketers in Bristol Bay.  Over two years, funds from the BBRSDA would be used for the purchase and associated costs of 
incorporating a higher capacity vacuum packaging machine, a fillet machine and a pin-bone remover. These upgrades would not only 
increase the number of fishermen we could provide services to, but in addition, would ensure the integrity of the delivered product and 
create increases in revenue as sellers gain access to higher value markets.                                                                                                                           
Because we work closely with both fishermen and the resource, Nakeen Homepack is uniquely positioned to observe, document, track 
and understand more about differences in chilling and handling practices as well as new product development and successful 
marketing, distribution and promotional strategies. In turn, we have evolved into a resource that educates and connects direct 
marketers to each other as well as to the greater industry. These benefits and opportunities to promote Bristol Bay salmon are entirely 
dependent upon a consistent, premium-grade product.  Given this reinforcement, Nakeen Homepack could realize our full potential as 
an asset to the Bristol Bay fishermen and women in their efforts to carry out viable direct marketing endeavors and strengthen the 
sustainability of our fishery at large.   


Total Project Cost (as per consultations with Marel-Carnitech, Alaska Sea Grant/MAP, and Kodiak Wild Source): $160,000                                                                                                                                               
Equipment:$130,000                                                                                                                                                                               
Associated Costs (freight, install, technical assistance, production tracking and analysis) $30,000                                          
Seeking from BBRSDA: Year one: $50,000. Year two: $70,000.  Total: $120,000.                                                                                        


Additional funding source: personal capital, Alaska Rural Development Initiative Loan                                                                           


Approximate date of project completion: June 2015    








                                                                                                                                                     December 16, 2013 


 


TO: BBRSDA BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
FROM: COASTAL HERITAGE ALLIANCE 501(c)(3) (CHA) 
REGARDS: GRANT FUNDED PROJECT PROPOSAL 
CONTACT INFORMATION:  Anthony Vlahovich; EMAIL: avlahovich@hotmail.com PHONE: 253-
820-7292; MAILING: 2545 Narrows Dr. #2106 Tacoma, WA 98406 
BBRSDA BY-LAWS/STRATEGIC PLAN: CHA has reviewed all BBRSDA documents.   
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES: Strategy #3-Conduct Marketing and Promotion, Strategy #4-Maintain 
Sustainability (through education)                                                                                                 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This project will prepare young adults to enter the BB fishery while 
raising public awareness regarding the sustainability and quality of the resource.  It is the intent 
of CHA to expand upon its current efforts of instructing BB crew members and permit holders in 
the art of gillnet construction/repair, and other applicable deck duties and maritime skills.  
Through training workshops we will instruct individuals within the fishery while providing boat 
owners a more knowledgeable and qualified work force.  The workshops will take place 
alongside significant promotion of BB fish, and wild salmon in general, to the visiting public.  To 
accomplish this, CHA has secured a 20 year lease on a fishermen`s net shed on the Gig Harbor, 
Washington waterfront.  This site is located on prime real estate within a city owned park 
directly in the center of a very busy tourist town.  This location, known as the Skansie Brothers 
Park, attracts thousands of visitors per year.  Several annual festivals and on-going public 
events are hosted on the park grounds in front of the net shed. The visibility of the net shed 
offers an unsurpassed marketing opportunity to inform the general public about the 
importance, and high quality of BB fisheries.  CHA has a long history of providing needed 
commercial services to various national fishing fleets, while simultaneously welcoming and 
integrating the public with pro-commercial fishing education. 


PROJECT COSTS/REVENUES: (6 mo. program/20 young adults trained/on-going BB promotion) 
DATE OF COMPLETION:  March 31, 2015 (a part-time project throughout the term of one year) 


  COSTS       REVENUES 


1) Skill training materials = $5,000                         1) WA State Heritage Grant = $2,000 
2) Insurance = $1000               2) City of Gig Harbor (in kind) = $2,000                                            
3) Staffing (trainers) = $5,000                           3) CHA Reserves (in hand) = $5,000     
4) Promotional Materials = $5,000                                          4) Earned Income = $2,000                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
.                                                                                                      5) BBRSDA SHARE = $5,000 


TOTAL COSTS = $16,000                                                             TOTAL REVENUES = $16,000  
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